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ABSTRACT
Matrix operations are a fundamental building block of many com-
putational tasks in fields as diverse as scientific computing, ma-
chine learning, and data mining. Matrix inversion is an important
matrix operation, but it is difficult to implement in today’s popular
parallel dataflow programming systems, such as MapReduce. The
reason is that each element in the inverse of a matrix depends on
multiple elements in the input matrix, so the computation is not
easily partitionable. In this paper, we present a scalable and effi-
cient technique for matrix inversion in MapReduce. Our technique
relies on computing the LU decomposition of the input matrix and
using that decomposition to compute the required matrix inverse.
We present a technique for computing the LU decomposition and
the matrix inverse using a pipeline of MapReduce jobs. We also
present optimizations of this technique in the context of Hadoop.
To the best of our knowledge, our technique is the first matrix in-
version technique using MapReduce. We show experimentally that
our technique has good scalability, enabling us to invert a 105×105
matrix in 5 hours on Amazon EC2. We also show that our technique
outperforms ScaLAPACK, a state-of-the-art linear algebra package
that uses MPI.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.1.3 [Numerical Linear Algebra]: Matrix inversion; C.2.4
[Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications
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linear algebra; matrix inversion; analytics; MapReduce; Hadoop

1. INTRODUCTION
Parallel dataflow programming systems like MapReduce [8] and

Pregel [21] have become very popular as platforms for scalable,
analytical, data intensive computing. These systems offer the scal-
ability and fault tolerance that are required to run in a cloud com-
puting environment, plus simple programming models and easy-
to-use programmer interfaces. Rich software ecosystems and large
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user communities have developed around these systems, and they
are being used for many large-scale computational tasks in diverse
scientific, business, and web applications. Due to the success and
popularity of MapReduce and similar parallel dataflow systems,
they are being used not only for the data intensive tasks for which
they were originally designed, but also for computationally inten-
sive tasks that have traditionally been assigned to high-performance
computing systems. Therefore, there is significant benefit in de-
veloping optimized implementations of computationally intensive
tasks using these systems. In this paper, we focus on MapReduce,
arguably the most popular parallel dataflow programming system,
and we present a technique for matrix inversion in MapReduce.

Matrix operations are a fundamental building block of many com-
putational tasks in diverse fields including physics, bioinformatics,
simulation, machine learning, data mining, and many others. In
most of these fields, there is a need to scale to large matrices to
obtain higher fidelity and better results (e.g., running a simulation
on a finer grid, or training a machine learning model with more
data). To scale to large matrices, it is important to design efficient
parallel algorithms for matrix operations, and using MapReduce is
one way to achieve this goal. There has been prior work on imple-
menting matrix operations in MapReduce (e.g., [13]), but that work
does not handle matrix inversion even though matrix inversion is a
very fundamental matrix operation. Matrix inversion is difficult to
implement in MapReduce because each element in the inverse of
a matrix depends on multiple elements in the input matrix, so the
computation is not easily partitionable as required by the MapRe-
duce programming model. In this paper, we address this problem
and design a novel partitionable matrix inversion technique that is
suitable for MapReduce. We implement our technique in Hadoop,
and develop several optimizations as part of this implementation.

Before we present our technique, we further motivate the impor-
tance of matrix inversion by presenting some of its applications in
different fields. A key application of matrix inversion is solving
systems of linear equations. To solve the equation Ax = b, where
A is an n×nmatrix, and x and b are both vectors with n elements,
one can multiply both sides of the equation on the left by the the
matrix inverse A−1, to get x = A−1b.

Matrix inversion is also related to finding eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors, which is a central problem in many physics and engineer-
ing applications. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an n × n
matrix can be computed using the inverse iteration method. This
method assumes that there is an approximate eigenvalue µ and
an approximate eigenvector v0 for matrix A. The method uses
an iteration step to compute an increasingly accurate eigenvector,
vk+1 = (A−µIn)−1vk

||(A−µIn)−1vk||
, where In is an n×n identity matrix. At

any step in the iteration, the current eigenvalue can be computed as



λ = vTAv
vT v

, for real-valued A and v. The efficiency of this iterative
method relies on the ability to efficiently invert matrix A− µIn.

Matrix inversion is also widely used in computed tomography
(CT). In CT, the relationship between the original image of the ma-
terial (S) and the image (T) detected by the detector can be written
as: T = MS, where M is the projection matrix [28]. In order to
reconstruct the original image, we can simply invert the projection
matrix and calculate the product of M−1 and T. As the accuracy
of the detector increases, the number of image pixels increases and
hence the order of the projection matrix (M) also increases, mo-
tivating the need for scalable matrix inversion techniques. Image
reconstruction using matrix inversion can also be found in other
fields such as astrophysics [30].

In bioinformatics, matrix inversion is used to solve the problem
of protein structure prediction [22]. A scalable matrix inversion
technique would enable novel insights into the evolutionary dynam-
ics of sequence variation and protein folding.

These are but a few of the numerous applications that rely on
matrix inversion. In some cases, it may be possible to avoid ma-
trix inversion by using alternate numerical methods (e.g., pseudo-
Newton methods for convex optimization), but it is clear that a scal-
able and efficient matrix inversion technique such as the one we
present would be highly useful in many applications.

The fact that our technique uses MapReduce and Hadoop has
several advantages. First, our technique benefits from the scala-
bility and fault tolerance of MapReduce. Second, our technique
is part of the rich and popular software ecosystem of Hadoop that
includes many systems and libraries such as HDFS, Pig, Mahout,
Zookeeper, Cassandra, etc. Thus, our matrix inversion technique
can easily be integrated with other parts of this ecosystem as needed.
Finally, it is important to note that matrix inversion is often not a
standalone activity, but rather one component of a rich data analysis
workflow. These days, such a workflow is quite likely implemented
in Hadoop, so the input matrix to be inverted would be generated by
a MapReduce job and stored in HDFS, and the inverse matrix pro-
duced as output also needs to be stored in HDFS to be consumed
by another MapReduce job. Therefore, while it may be possible
to implement matrix inversion using other parallelization platforms
such as MPI, a MapReduce matrix inversion technique that can be
used as a pluggable component in complex Hadoop data analysis
workflows is highly desirable. It may be possible to switch between
MapReduce and MPI to perform scalable matrix inversion in these
workflows, but staying within MapReduce is certainly more conve-
nient.

Our goal is not to demonstrate that MapReduce is fundamentally
superior to MPI or other parallelization platforms. As a matter of
fact, some of the optimizations that we propose can be implemented
in MPI. Instead, our goal is to provide a novel and powerful matrix
inversion implementation that can be used in MapReduce systems,
and to demonstrate the judicious mathematical manipulation and
careful systems engineering behind this implementation. We ex-
perimentally demonstrate by comparing to ScaLAPACK [4] that
we do not lose performance by using MapReduce, especially for
large matrices (Section 7.5).

Our matrix inversion technique relies on computing the LU de-
composition of the input matrix and using that decomposition to
compute the required matrix inverse. We chose to use LU decom-
position for matrix inversion since it enables us to partition the
computation in a way that is suitable for MapReduce. In partic-
ular, we developed a technique for computing the LU decomposi-
tion of the input matrix using subtasks that do not communicate
among each other except through intermediate results, which ex-
actly matches the way mappers and reducers communicate in the

MapReduce computational model. In addition, our LU decompo-
sition technique is carefully designed to partition the computation
into subtasks that require the same amount of computation, which
ensures that the load among the mappers and reducers is balanced
and no map or reduce task can hold up the computation. Our LU
decomposition technique is implemented as a pipeline of MapRe-
duce jobs, where the number of jobs in the pipeline and the data
movement between the jobs can be precisely determined before the
start of the computation.

We also developed a MapReduce technique for computing the
inverse of the input matrix from its LU decomposition, and opti-
mizations to improve numerical accuracy and performance in the
context of Hadoop.

Note that the crux of our technique is partitioning the computa-
tion required for matrix inversion into independent subtasks. Such
partitioning is required for any cluster computing framework. Thus,
while this paper focuses on MapReduce, our technique can be used
as a basis for implementing matrix inversion in other cluster com-
puting systems such as Spark [34] or DryadLINQ [33]. We leave
this point as a direction for future work.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• The choice of LU decomposition for matrix inversion in or-
der to enable a MapReduce implementation.

• An algorithm for computing the LU decomposition that par-
titions the computation into independent subtasks.

• An implementation of the proposed algorithms as a pipeline
of MapReduce jobs. The source code of this implementation
is available on GitHub [31].

• Optimizations of this implementation to improve numerical
accuracy, I/O performance, and memory locality.

• An extensive experimental evaluation on Amazon EC2.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present some basic matrix inversion algorithms on a single node.
In Section 3, we present related work. Our algorithm is introduced
in Section 4, and our implementation in Section 5. We describe
optimizations of the implementation in Section 6. We present an
experimental evaluation in Section 7. Section 8 concludes.

2. MATRIX INVERSION PRELIMINARIES
For any matrix A, let [A]ij denote its element of the i-th row

and the j-th column, and denote by [A][x1...x2][y1...y2] the block
defined by the beginning row x1 (inclusive) and the ending row
x2 (exclusive), and by the beginning column y1 (inclusive) and the
ending column y2 (exclusive).

A square matrix A is a matrix with the same number of rows
and columns. The number of rows and columns n is called the
order of the matrix. The inverse of A is another square matrix,
denoted by A−1, such that AA−1 = A−1A = In, where In
is the identity matrix of order n. A square matrix A is invertible
if and only if A is non-singular, that is, A is of full rank n. The
rank of a matrix is the number of rows (or columns) in the largest
collection of linearly independent rows (or columns) of a matrix.
Therefore a square matrix is invertible if and only if there are no
linearly dependent rows (or columns) in this matrix.

The inverse of a matrix can be computed using many meth-
ods [23], such as Gauss-Jordan elimination, LU decomposition
(also called LU factorization) [19], Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) [27], and QR decomposition [7]. In order to clarify our



choice of matrix inversion method for MapReduce, we briefly dis-
cuss the different methods. We will show that most of these meth-
ods are not easily parallelizable in a MapReduce setting, and justify
our choice of LU decomposition. A more detailed discussion can
be found in [29].

Gauss-Jordan elimination is a classical and well-known method
to calculate the inverse of a matrix [23]. This method has two dif-
ferent variants: row elimination and column elimination. They are
quite similar so we only discuss the method using row elimination.
The method first concatenates the matrix A and the identity matrix
In into a new matrix [A|In]. Then, using elementary row oper-
ations which include row switching, row multiplication, and row
addition, the method transforms the left side to the identity matrix,
which leaves the right side as the inverse of matrix A. Specifically,

[A|In]
row operations−−−−−−−→ [U|B]

row operations−−−−−−−→ [In|A−1] (1)

where U is an upper triangular matrix (nonzero elements only on
the diagonal and above). The Gauss-Jordan elimination method
first converts the matrix A into an upper triangular matrix in n steps
using linear operations on the rows of the matrix as follows. In the
first step, the first row is multiplied by a constant such that the first
element in this row equals to 1, and the first row times a constant
is subtracted from the i-th (1 < i ≤ n) row of [A|In] such that the
first element in the i-th (1 < i ≤ n) row is 0. In the k-th step, the
k-th row is multiplied by a constant such that the k-th element in
this row equals to 1, and the k-th row times a constant is subtracted
from the i-th (k < i ≤ n) row of [A|In] such that the k-th element
in the i-th (k < i ≤ n) row is 0. If the k-th element of the k-th
row is already 0 or close to 0 before the subtraction, we first swap
the k-th row with any row below k where the k-th element is not 0.
This is called pivoting, and it improves numerical accuracy. After
n−1 steps, the left part of matrix [A|In] is converted into an upper
triangular matrix.

Next, the method converts the upper triangular matrix into an
identity matrix using row operations similar to the ones described
in the previous paragraph. This requires n steps, and it also con-
verts the right part into the inverse of matrix A. The Gauss-Jordan
method uses n3 multiplication operations and n3 addition opera-
tions to invert an n×n matrix, which is as efficient as, if not better
than, any other method. However, due to the large number of steps
that depend on each other in a sequential fashion, this method is
difficult to parallelize in MapReduce since it would require a large
number of MapReduce jobs that are executed sequentially. For ex-
ample, Quintana et al. [25] propose a parallel (not MapReduce)
matrix inversion algorithm based on Gauss-Jordan elimination, but
this method requires n iterations so a MapReduce implementation
would require a pipeline of n MapReduce jobs. A main contri-
bution of our paper is reducing this number to around n/nb jobs
(details in Section 4).

The LU decomposition method, also called LU factorization,
first decomposes the original matrix into a product of two matrices
A = LU, where L is a lower triangular matrix that has nonzero
elements only on the diagonal and below, and U is an upper tri-
angular matrix that has nonzero elements only on the diagonal and
above. Since the inverse of a triangular matrix is easy to compute
using back substitution (described in Section 4), we compute the
inverse of A as U−1L−1. The LU decomposition method uses
the same number of multiplication and addition operations as the
Gauss-Jordan method. However the LU decomposition method is
much easier to parallelize because the LU decomposition can be
implemented using a recursive block method. Therefore, in this
paper, we use the LU decomposition method (details in Section 4).

Instead of decomposing matrix A into the product of two ma-
trices, the SVD decomposition method [23] decomposes matrix
A into the product of three matrices, A = UWVT (VT is the
transpose of matrix V). W is a diagonal matrix with only posi-
tive or zero elements. U and V are both orthogonal matrices (i.e.,
UUT = VVT = In), such that the inverse of A can be given
by A−1 = VW−1UT , where the inverse of diagonal matrix W
is easily obtained by [W−1]ii = 1/[W]ii in running time O(n).
The SVD method needs frequent row exchanges, which means that
the computation cannot be partitioned into independent subtasks,
so it is not suitable for MapReduce.

The QR decomposition first decomposes the original matrix A
into a product of an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangu-
lar matrix R, i.e., A = QR and A−1 = R−1QT . One way
to compute the QR decomposition is using the Gram-Schmidt pro-
cess [23]. This effectively decomposes the matrix but requires com-
puting a sequence of n vectors where each vector relies on all previ-
ous vectors (i.e., n steps are required). Thus, the QR decomposition
method is not easy to parallelize in MapReduce.

To recap: There are multiple ways to compute the inverse of a
matrix. Many of these ways use an optimal number of multiplica-
tion and addition operations, but are not easy to parallelize. In this
paper we use LU decomposition since it uses the optimal number
of operations and is easy to parallelize. LU decomposition can also
be used with pivoting to improve numerical accuracy.

3. RELATED WORK
Several software packages have been developed that support ma-

trix inversion, such as LINPACK [10], LAPACK [2], and ScaLA-
PACK [4]. The LINPACK package is written in Fortran and de-
signed for supercomputers. The LAPACK package is developed
from LINPACK and is designed to run efficiently on shared-memory
vector supercomputers. ScaLAPACK is a software package that
tries to provide a high-performance linear algebra library for paral-
lel distributed memory machines instead of shared-memory in LA-
PACK. This package provides some routines for matrix inversion
(see Section 7.5 for details). However, this package does not pro-
vide any fault tolerance, while our algorithm provides fault toler-
ance through the use of MapReduce. In addition, we show that the
scalability of ScaLAPACK is not as good as our algorithm.

Parallel algorithms for inverting some special matrices also ap-
pear in the literature. Lau, Kumar, and Venkatesh [17] propose
algorithms for parallel inversion of sparse symmetric positive ma-
trices on SIMD and MIMD parallel computing platforms. It is not
a surprise that these algorithms perform better than general algo-
rithms that do not take into account any special properties of the
input matrix. For symmetric positive definite matrices (not neces-
sarily sparse), Bientinesi, Gunter, and Geijn [3] present a parallel
matrix inversion algorithm based on the Cholesky factorization for
symmetric matrices. Their implementation is based on the Formal
Linear Algebra Methodology Environment (FLAME). The imple-
mentation shows good performance and scalability, but it does not
work for general matrices and is not suitable for large clusters.

The most important step in our matrix inversion technique is
LU decomposition. This decomposition has been investigated by
many researchers. Agullo et al. [1] have shown that the LU de-
composition in double precision arithmetic can reach a throughput
of 500 Gflops. That work uses powerful CPUs, GPUs, and large
memory. Although this method can solve the LU decomposition
problem very efficiently, it is a centralized method that is not suit-
able for MapReduce. Moreover, it needs special hardware (GPUs)
and large memory.



Zheng et al. [36] present an implementation of LU decomposi-
tion on a multi-core digital signal processor that does pre-fetching
and pre-shuffling in MapReduce [26]. The algorithm is very simple
and only runs row operations in reduce tasks, using the LU decom-
position algorithm on a single node. That is, one reduce task com-
putes one row as in lines 10–12 in Algorithm 1, so that the method
needs n MapReduce tasks to decompose an n × n matrix, which
represents very poor scalability.

Matrix inversion using LU decomposition has been investigated
recently by Dongarra et al. [9], where a tile data layout [1] is used
to compute the LU decomposition and the upper triangular matrix
inversion. In that paper, a run time environment called QUARK
is used to dynamically schedule numerical kernels on the avail-
able processing units in order to reduce the synchronization re-
quired between different CPU cores. The algorithm is suitable for
multi-core architectures with shared memory and it achieves bet-
ter performance than other numerical libraries, such as LAPACK
and ScaLAPACK. However, this algorithm is not suitable for a
distributed environment, since it relies on large shared memory.
Hence, its scalability is limited.

Zhang and Yang [35] investigate I/O optimization for big array
analytics. They improve the performance of a broad range of big ar-
ray operations by increasing sharing opportunities. Our technique
also optimizes I/O for big matrices (Section 6.2). However, our
technique mainly focuses on reusing the data in memory as many
times as possible to reduce the need for reading data from disk.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no matrix inversion algo-
rithms using MapReduce, although there are several software sys-
tems for other matrix operations using MapReduce. One of these
systems is SystemML [13], which provides a high-level language
for expressing some matrix operations such as matrix multiplica-
tion, division, and transpose, but not matrix inversion. SystemML
provides MapReduce implementations of these operations, and it
achieves good scalability and fault tolerance. A MapReduce imple-
mentation of matrix factorization using distributed stochastic gra-
dient descent is described in [12], and is extended to Spark in [18].
These works do not help in solving the matrix inversion problem.

Two other systems that support matrix operations are the MADlib
library [15] and MadLINQ [24]. MADlib does not use MapReduce
but instead focuses on parallel analytics inside relational database
systems. MADlib includes a conjugate gradient method to solve
linear equations, but it does not support parallel matrix inversion.
MadLINQ provides a programming model for matrix operations
and an execution framework based on DryadLINQ [33], but it does
not directly address matrix inversion.

4. MATRIX INVERSION USING LU DECOM-
POSITION

As discussed in Section 2, LU decomposition is the fundamental
step in our solution to the matrix inversion problem. In this section,
we show how we compute the lower triangular matrix L and the
upper triangular matrix U in both single node and parallel settings.

4.1 LU Decomposition on a Single Node
The LU decomposition algorithm on a single node is widely

studied. It has two variants: with and without pivoting. Since pivot-
ing can significantly improve numerical accuracy, we only discuss
the algorithm with pivoting (in Algorithm 1, the row having the
maximum j-th element among rows j to n is selected in the j-th
loop). Although this algorithm can be found in many references
(e.g., [14] and [23]), we present it here for completeness.

Algorithm 1 LU decomposition on a single node.
1: function LUDecomposition(A)
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: j = {j | [A]ji = max([A]ii, [A]i+1i, ..., [A]ni)}
4: Add j to P
5: Swap i-th row with j-th row if i 6= j
6: for j = i + 1 to n do
7: [A]ji = [A]ji/[A]ii
8: end for
9: for j = i + 1 to n do

10: for k = i + 1 to n do
11: [A]jk = [A]jk − [A]ji × [A]ik
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: return (A,P) /* i.e., return (L, U, P) */

Let aij = [A]ij , lij = [L]ij , and uij = [U]ij . The LU decom-
position A = LU can be presented as follows (the blank elements
in the L and U matrices are zeros):

a11 a12 ... a1n
a21 a22 ... a2n
a31 a32 ... a3n
...
an1 an2 ... ann

 = (2)


l11
l12 l22
l13 l23 l33
...
ln1 l2n ... lnn




u11 u12 ... u1n

u22 ... u2n

u33 ...
...
unn


This matrix multiplication can be viewed as a system of linear

equations. Since the difference between the number of unknown
arguments (lij and uij) and the number of equations is n, there are
n free arguments that can be set to any value. Generally, these n
free arguments are chosen to be lii or uii (i = 1, ..., n) and they
are all set to be 1.0. In our work, we set all lii to 1.0. The other
remaining unknown arguments can be derived using the following
equations:

uij = aij −
j−1∑
k=1

ljkukj

lij =
1

ujj
(aij −

j−1∑
k=1

likukj) (3)

In order to improve numerical accuracy, the rows of the origi-
nal matrix A are permuted, and we decompose the pivoted (i.e.,
permuted) matrix PA instead of the original one. That is, we find
L and U such that PA = LU. The permutation matrix P is a
square binary matrix, in each row and column of which there is
exactly one entry that is 1, and 0’s elsewhere. Multiplying this ma-
trix into A will permute the rows or columns of A. It should be
noted that pivoting in LU decomposition does not affect the final
inverse of matrix A because we can apply the permutation matrix
P to the product of the inverses of L and U. That is, we can com-
pute U−1L−1P to obtain the inverse of original matrix A since
U−1L−1PA = In. Computing U−1L−1P is equivalent to per-
muting the columns in U−1L−1 according to P. The pseudocode
of LU decomposition with pivoting is shown in Algorithm 1.

In this algorithm, the result lower triangular matrix and upper
triangular matrix are stored in place of the input matrix A. That is,



Figure 1: Block method for LU decomposition.

at the end of the algorithm, the lower triangle of A will be replaced
with the lower triangle of L (excluding the diagonal elements of L,
which are all set to 1.0 and do not need to be stored), and the upper
triangle of A will be replaced with the upper triangle of U.

Since there is only one nonzero element in each row or column
of the permutation matrix P, the permutation of rows can be stored
in an array S, where [S]i indicates the permuted row number for
the i-th row of A.

After decomposing A into L and U, we need to invert L and U
separately. The inverse of a lower triangular matrix is given by

[L−1]ij =


0 for i < j

1
[L]ii

for i = j

− 1
[L]ii

∑i−1
k=j [L]ik[L

−1]kj for i > j
(4)

The inverse of the upper triangular matrix can be computed sim-
ilarly. In fact, in our implementation, we invert the upper triangular
matrix U by computing the inverse of UT , which is a lower trian-
gular matrix, as an optimization (details in Section 5).

4.2 Block Method for Parallel LU Decompo-
sition

The classical LU algorithm is not suitable for parallelization in
MapReduce, so we use a block method instead to compute the LU
decomposition in parallel. Block methods have been used before
for LU decomposition. For example, the tile LU algorithm [1]
splits the matrix into square submatrices and updates these sub-
matrices one-by-one. Our block method splits the input matrix as
illustrated in Figure 1. In this method, the lower triangular matrix
L and the upper triangular matrix U are both split into three sub-
matrices, while the original matrix A is split into four submatrices.
These smaller matrices satisfy the following equations:

L1U1 = P1A1

L1U2 = P1A2

L
′
2U1 = A3 (5)

L3U3 = P2(A4 − L
′
2U2)

L2 = P2L
′
2

where both P1 and P2 are permutations of rows. The entire LU
decomposition can be represented as

LU =

(
P1

P2

)
A = PA

where P is also a permutation of rows obtained by augmenting P1

and P2.
This method partitions an LU decomposition into two smaller

LU decompositions and two linear equations which can easily be
computed in parallel, as we explain next. The logical order of com-
puting the L and U blocks on the left-hand-side of Equation 5 is as

follows: First, L1 and U1 are computed from A1. Then, L
′
2 and

U2 are computed from L1, U1, A2, and A3. Third, L3 and U3

are computed from A4 −L
′
2U2. Finally, L2 is computed from L

′
2

and P2.
First, let us examine the computation of L1 and U1. If submatrix

A1 is small enough, e.g., order of 103 or less, it can be decomposed
into L1 and U1 on a single node very efficiently (about 1 second on
a typical modern computer). In our MapReduce implementation,
we decompose such small matrices in the MapReduce master node
using Algorithm 1.

If submatrix A1 is not small enough, we can recursively partition
it into smaller submatrices as in Figure 1 until the final submatrix
is small enough to decompose on a single node. Note that while
this is conceptually a recursive computation, the number of parti-
tioning steps (i.e., the depth of recursion ) can be precomputed at
the start of the matrix inversion process, so that the computation
is implemented by a predefined pipeline of MapReduce jobs. In
this pipeline, the input matrix is read only once and the partitioned
matrix is written only once, as described in Section 5.2.

After obtaining L1 and U1, the elements of L
′
2 and U2 can be

computed using the following two equations (for simplicity, we
present the equations without pivoting since pivoting does not in-
crease the computational complexity):

[L
′
2]ij =

1

[U1]ii

(
[A3]ij −

i−1∑
k=1

[L
′
2]ik[U1]kj

)

[U2]ij =
1

[L1]ii

(
[A2]ij −

i−1∑
k=1

[L1]ik[U2]kj

)
(6)

From these equations, it is clear that the elements in one row of
L
′
2 are independent of the elements in other rows. Similarly, the

elements in one column of U2 are independent of the elements in
other columns. Therefore, each row of L

′
2 and each column of U2

can be computed independently, so we can parallelize the compu-
tation of L

′
2 and U2. In MapReduce, we can use one map function

(multiple copies of which are executed in parallel in multiple map
tasks) to compute L

′
2 and U2 in parallel. We use the reduce func-

tion of the same MapReduce job to compute A4−L
′
2U2 in parallel

in the reduce tasks.
After obtaining A4 − L

′
2U2, we decompose it into L3 and U3.

If A4 − L
′
2U2 is small enough, L3 and U3 are computed on the

MapReduce master node using Algorithm 1. Otherwise, A4 −
L
′
2U2 is further partitioned and the computation proceeds recur-

sively. As with A1, the number of partitioning steps can be pre-
computed and the recursive computation can be implemented by a
predefined pipeline of MapReduce jobs. One difference between
A1 and A4 − L

′
2U2 is that A1 can be read from the input matrix

and completely partitioned into as many pieces as necessary before
the LU decomposition starts, while A4 − L

′
2U2 can be computed

and partitioned only after L
′
2 and U2 are computed. Note that while

A1 and A4−L
′
2U2 may need additional partitioning, A2 and A3

never need additional partitioning due to the easily parallelizable
nature of computing L

′
2 and U2 using Equation 6.

The pseudocode of block LU decomposition is shown in Algo-
rithm 2. In this algorithm, at the end of the block decomposition,
the permutation matrix P is obtained by augmenting P1 and P2.
The lower triangular matrix L is obtained by augmenting L1, L

′
2

permuted by P2, and L3. The upper triangular matrix U is ob-
tained by augmenting U1, U2, and U3 (Figure 1).



Algorithm 2 Block LU decomposition.
1: function BlockLUDecom(A)
2: if A is small enough then
3: (L,U,P) = LUDecompoistion(A)
4: else
5: Partition A into A1,A2,A3,A4

6: (L1,U1,P1) = BlockLUDecom(A1)
7: Compute U2 from A2, U1 and P1

8: Compute L
′
2 from A3 and U1

9: Compute B = A4 − L
′
2U2

10: (L3,U3,P2) = BlockLUDecom(B)
11: P = Combination of P1 and P2

12: L = Combination of L1, L
′
2, L3, and P2

13: U = Combination of U1, U2 and U3

14: end if
15: return (L,U,P)

It should be noted that the MapReduce implementation of block
LU decomposition consists of a pipeline of MapReduce jobs.
MapReduce implementations of other matrix inversion methods
such as Gauss-Jordan elimination or QR decomposition would also
consist of pipelines of MapReduce jobs. However, a key advan-
tage of block LU decomposition, and the main reason we chose it
over other matrix inversion methods, is that the number of iteration
steps (i.e., the number of MapReduce jobs in the pipeline) can be
reduced by LU decomposing small matrices on one computer (the
MapReduce master node). If nb is the maximum order of a matrix
that can be LU decomposed on a single computer in a few seconds,
then block LU decomposition would require around n/nb itera-
tions (modulo rounding if n is not a power of 2 and is not divisible
by nb). In contrast, we were unable to reduce the number of itera-
tions required by other methods such as Gauss-Jordan elimination
or QR decomposition below n. The reason is that the computa-
tion in these other methods proceeds one vector at a time, and we
have n vectors, while the computation in block LU decomposition
proceeds on block at a time, and we have around n/nb blocks.

To quantify the difference in the number of iterations, consider
that in our experiments we use nb = 3200. For this nb, inverting a
matrix with n = 105 requires 32 iterations using block LU decom-
position as opposed to 105 iterations using, say, QR decomposition.

4.3 Computing the Matrix Inverse
After obtaining the lower triangular matrix L and the upper trian-

gular matrix U, we can compute the inverses of these two matrices
using Equation 4. Inspecting this equation, we can see that a col-
umn of the matrix inverse is independent of other columns of the
inverse. Therefore, the columns can be computed independently in
parallel. After computing the inverses of L and U, the inverse of
the original matrix can be obtained by multiplying U−1 by L−1,
which can also be done in parallel, and then permuting the resulting
matrix according to array S (recall that S is a compact representa-
tion of P). That is, [A−1][S]ij

=
∑n
k=1[U

−1]ik[L
−1]kj .

5. IMPLEMENTATION IN MAPREDUCE
In this section, we discuss the implementation of our algorithm

in MapReduce. This implementation is available on GitHub [31].
It involves several steps: (1) We use the master compute node to
create some control files in HDFS, which are used as input files for
the mappers of all MapReduce jobs. (2) We launch a MapReduce
job to recursively partition the input matrix A. (3) We launch a
series of MapReduce jobs to compute L

′
2, U2, and B = A4 −

A MR
0

MR
1

… MR
k-1

MR
k A-1-1

Final OuputPartition LU Decomposition
2    log2(n/nb) jobs      

Figure 2: MapReduce pipeline for matrix inversion.

L
′
2U2 for the different partitions of A as in Algorithm 2. Matrices

L1, U1, L3, and U3 are computed in the master nodes of these
MapReduce jobs if they are small enough (line 3 in Algorithm 2).
Otherwise, they are computed by other MapReduce jobs assigned
by the master node (line 15 in Algorithm 2). (4) We launch a final
MapReduce job to produce the final output by computing U−1,
L−1 and A−1 = U−1L−1P.

The number of MapReduce jobs required to compute the LU de-
composition (Step 3) depends on the order n of matrix A, and
on the bound value nb. Recall that nb is the order of the largest
matrix that can be LU decomposed on a single node (in our case
the MapReduce master node). The number of MapReduce jobs is
given by 2

dlog2 n
nb
e. Thus, we have a pipeline of MapReduce jobs

as shown in Figure 2. For typical values of n and nb, the number of
MapReduce jobs in this pipeline is small enough that coordination
and bookkeeping overheads are minimal. In our experiments, the
maximum number of MapReduce jobs in any pipeline was 33.

The bound value should be set so that the time to LU decompose
a matrix of order nb on the master node is approximately equal to
the constant time required to launch a MapReduce job. If the run-
ning time to decompose a matrix of order nb on the master node is
significantly less than the launch time of a MapReduce job, there
will be more MapReduce jobs than necessary and we can increase
nb to reduce the number of MapReduce jobs and also reduce the
total running time of LU decomposition. On the other hand, if
the running time on the master node is significantly larger than the
launch time of a job, the LU decomposition on the master node be-
comes the bottleneck and we can improve performance by reducing
nb so that we partition the matrix into smaller submatrices. Based
on this reasoning and measurements conducted in our experimental
environment, we set nb to 3200 in our experiments.

In our implementation, we use the Java data type double (64 bits)
for the input matrix and all our calculations. This data type pro-
vided sufficient numerical accuracy in all our experiments. We
leave a deeper investigation of numerical stability for future work.

Next, we discuss the steps of the implementation. For the pur-
pose of this discussion, Figure 3 shows an example of how the in-
put matrix is partitioned, and Figure 4 shows the HDFS directory
structure used by our implementation. HDFS directory “Root” is
the work directory, and file “a.txt” in “Root” is the input matrix.

5.1 Input Files on MapReduce
In the first step, the master compute node controlling the entire

workflow creates m0 files in HDFS, where m0 is the number of
compute nodes. These files are used as input files for all launched
MapReduce jobs and they are stored in “Root/MapInput/” (purple
labels in Figure 4). The purpose of these files is provide an iden-
tifier for each mapper, so that the mapper can determine its role
based on this identifier. Each file contains one integer: the first file
A.0 contains 0, the second file A.1 contains 1, . . . , and the last file
A.m0 − 1 contains m0 − 1. The mappers use these files to control
the computation, and they produce the output required for inverting
the input matrix by writing directly to HDFS.

5.2 Data Partitioning and I/O Efficiency
In this section, we discuss how the input matrix is partitioned for

LU decomposition and how the different partitions flow through the
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Figure 3: Matrix partitioning for LU decomposition.

MapReduce pipeline. We also discuss how the input, intermediate,
and output data files are stored in HDFS to improve I/O efficiency.
In Figure 4, the green labels indicate which process produces each
result or intermediate data file. For example “Map 0” means that
the result is produced by the mappers in the first MapReduce job,
and “Master 0” means that the result is produced by the master node
of that job. Therefore, these labels also represent the computation
process of the LU decomposition.

We launch a MapReduce job to partition matrix A. This is a
map-only job where the mappers do all the work and the reduce
function does nothing. This is the only partitioning job, and it re-
cursively partitions A into as many submatrices as needed, accord-
ing to the depth of recursion implied by n and nb. The mappers of
this job read their input files from “Root/MapInput/”. The integer
read by each mapper tells that mapper which rows of the input ma-
trix in the HDFS file “Root/a.txt” to read and partition. In order to
improve I/O performance, each map function reads an equal num-
ber of consecutive rows from this file to increase I/O sequentiality.
Worker j (the mapper assigned input file “Root/MapInput/A.j”)
reads rows r1 = nj

m0
to r2 = r1 +

n
m0

(exclusively). Each block is
written to “Root/A1” and “Root/A2” if the block is in the first half
of A. Otherwise it is written to “Root/A3” and “Root/A4”.

In order to improve I/O efficiency while reading submatrices
from disk in subsequent MapReduce jobs, each submatrix, whether
A1, A2, A3, or A4, is split into multiple parts, each of which is
stored in a separate file. This ensures that there will never be mul-
tiple mappers that simultaneously read the same file. For example,
A3 is stored in m0

2
files because we use only half the compute

nodes to compute L
′
2 using A3, while the other half are used to

compute U2 using A2 (details later). Therefore, m = m0
2
− 1 in

Figure 4. This approach also ensures that no two mappers write
data into the same file, thereby eliminating the need for synchro-
nization between mappers and improving I/O efficiency. Mappers
and reducers in subsequent jobs also write their data into indepen-
dent files, so synchronization on file writes is never required and
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Figure 4: HDFS directory structure used by implementation.

I/O efficiency is maintained. The separate files written by worker
nodes are shown in Figure 4, for example, “L2/L.1”.

In Figure 3, which shows an example of matrix A partitioned
by four mappers, the square blocks surrounded by solid lines are
submatrices, while the rectangular blocks divided by dashed lines
are separate files storing these submatrices. In Figure 4, the black
labels within braces are the file names of partitioned submatrices.
The value f2 is the maximum factor of m0 less than

√
m0 (see the

discussion in Section 6.2). The depth d of the directory structure
equals the depth of data partitioning given by dlog2 n

nb
e (that depth

is 2 in Figure 4). The pseudocode of the data partitioning algorithm
for LU decomposition is given in Algorithm 3. This listing shows
one map function partitioning the block of data in rows r1 to r2.

Partitioning submatrix B = A4 − L
′
2U2 is handled differently

from the input matrix. This submatrix is produced by m0 reducers
of a MapReduce job and stored inm0 files. These files are not read
simultaneously by many mappers or reducers, so instead of mate-
rializing the data partitions of B after this submatrix is produced,
we only record the indices of the beginning and ending row, and
the beginning and ending column, of each partition in this subma-
trix. We also record the names of the files storing this data. Us-
ing this approach, the files in “Root/OUT/A1”, “Root/OUT/A2”,
“Root/OUT/A3”, and “Root/OUT/A4” (indicated by blue labels in
Figure 4) are very small (in general, less than 1 KB). The running
time to partition A4 − L

′
2U2 with such a method is quite short

(less than 1 second). Therefore, it is not necessary to launch a
MapReduce task to partition this matrix. In our implementation,
we partition this matrix in the master node.

5.3 LU Decomposition Using MapReduce
After partitioning A, we use Algorithm 2 to compute the LU de-

composition. Since A has been partitioned, line 5 is ignored, and
A1, A2, A3, and A4 are read from HDFS files. We launch one



Algorithm 3 Data partitioning for LU decomposition.
1: function Partition(A, r1, r2, n, nb, m, f1, f2, “path”)
2: /* A is the original matrix. r1 is the index of the beginning row

to be saved by this function and r2 is the index of the ending
row. n is the order of the matrix. nb is the bound value for data
partitioning. m is the number of map workers partitioning the
current submatrix (e.g., the submatrix in the directory Root/A1
shown in Figure 3), f1 and f2 indicate that A4 is partitioned to
f1× f2 blocks according to the optimization in Section 6.2. */

3: if n < nb then
4: /* Save A1*/
5: Save [A][r1...r2][0...n] to “path/A1/A. r1m

n
”

6: else
7: if r1 < n

2
then

8: Partition(A, r1, r2, n
2

, nb, m2 , f1, f2, “path/A1”)
9: /* Save A2 */

10: for i = 0 to m - 1 do
11: Save [A][r1...r2][n2 ...n] to “path/A2/A.i. r1m

n
”

12: end for
13: else
14: /* Save A3 */
15: for i = 0 to (r2−r1)m

2n
− 1 do

16: k = (2r1−n)m
4n

+ i
17: Save [A]

[r1...r1+
2m(i+1)

n
][0...n

2
]

to

“path/A3/A.k”
18: end for
19: /* Save A4 */
20: for j = 0 to f2 − 1 do
21: l = ( 2r1f1

n
− f1)f2 + j

22: for i = 0 to 2(r2−r1)f1
n

− 1 do
23: Save [A]

[r1...r1+
(i+1)n

2f1
][n

2
...n

2
+

(j+1)n
2f2

]
to

“path/A4/A.l.i”
24: end for
25: end for
26: end if
27: end if

MapReduce job for lines 7–9 of this algorithm. One MapReduce
job is sufficient regardless of the size of the input block. The map
function of this job computes L

′
2 and U2, while the reduce function

computes A4 − L
′
2U2 (red labels in Figure 4). In our implemen-

tation, we use half of the mappers to compute L
′
2 and the other

half to compute U2, since computing L
′
2 has the same computa-

tional complexity as computing U2. Each mapper reads an input
file from the directory “Root/MapInput/”. If the value in this file is
≤ m = m0

2
− 1, the mapper computes part of L

′
2. Otherwise it

computes part of U2. This is illustrated in Figure 5.
If worker j is computing part of L

′
2, this worker is assigned

the file “A.j”. The worker reads L1 from HDFS directory
“Root/A1” and A2.j from files “Root/A2/A.j.0, Root/A2/A.j.1,
..., Root/A.j.m”, and computes one part of L

′
2, which is written

to “Root/L2/L.j”.
Each mapper in this MapReduce job emits one (key, value) pair

containing (j, j), where j is the value read by the mapper from its
input file. These (key, value) pairs are used to control which part
of A4 − L

′
2U2 each reducer should compute. In our implemen-

tation, we use block wrap for matrix multiplication (Section 6.2),
so worker j computes the j-th block of A4 − L

′
2U2. The detailed

files read and written are shown in Figure 5. It should be noted
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Figure 5: MapReduce job to compute L
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2, U2, and A4−L
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2U2.

Algorithm Write Read Transfer Mults Adds
Our Algorithm 3

2
n2 (l + 3)n2 (l + 3)n2 1

3
n3 1

3
n3

ScaLAPCK n2 n2 2
3
m0n

2 1
3
n3 1

3
n3

Table 1: Time complexity of our LU decomposition algorithm,
in comparison with the ScaLAPACK algorithm, for n× n ma-
trix on m0 compute nodes, where m0 = f1 × f2 and l =
1
4
(m0 + 2f1 + 2f2).

that after obtaining L
′
2 and P2, L2 can be easily obtained by per-

muting L
′
2 based on the permutation matrix P2. Therefore in our

implementation, L2 is constructed only as it is read from HDFS.
The time complexity of our LU decomposition is shown in Ta-

ble 1. We also present the time complexity of the algorithm used in
ScaLAPACK (which we compare to in Section 7.5). Since the data
in MapReduce is stored in a distributed environment, the amount of
data transferred is one of the main bottlenecks. Therefore, we also
show the total data transfer in this table. In our algorithm, all data
is written to HDFS, which means that the amount of data read from
HDFS is the same as the amount of data transferred between com-
pute nodes. In the MPI implementation of ScaLAPACK, the data
is read only once (better than our algorithm), but large amounts of
data are transferred over the network between the master and work-
ers (worse than our algorithm).

5.4 Triangular Matrix Inversion and Final Out-
put

One MapReduce job is used to compute the inverses of the tri-
angular matrices L and U and the product of their inverses. In the
map phase, the inverses of the triangular matrices are computed us-
ing Equation 4. Half of the mappers compute the inverse of L and
the other half compute the inverse of U. In order to balance load,
the i-th node is used to compute the (k×m0+i)-th column of L−1

if i is less than n
2

. If i ≥ n
2

, the node computes the (k× n
m0

+i− n
2

)-
th row of U−1, where k is an integer (0 ≤ k < n−i

m0
for i < n

2

or 0 ≤ k < 3n−2i
2m0

for i ≥ n
2

). Thus, each mapper computes
an equal number of non-contiguous columns of L−1, which is de-
signed to ensure balanced load. For example, if there are 4 map-
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ScaLAPCK n2 m0n
2 m0n

2 2
3
n3 2
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Table 2: Time complexity of our triangular matrix inversion
and final matrix inversion, in comparison with the ScaLA-
PACK algorithm, for n×nmatrix onm0 compute nodes, where
m0 = f1 × f2 and l = 1

2
(m0 + f1 + f2).

pers, Mapper0 computes columns 0, 4, 8, 12, . . ., Mapper1 com-
putes columns 1, 5, 9, 13, . . ., and so on.

In the reduce phase, the product of these two inverses U−1L−1

is computed. Each reducer reads a number of columns of L−1

and a number of rows of U−1, and multiples these two parts. In
order to reduce read I/O, block wrap is used for matrix multipli-
cation (Section 6.2). In order to balance load, instead of partition-
ing the final matrix into f1 × f2 blocks (see Section 6.2), each of
which contains consecutive rows and consecutive columns, the ma-
trix is partitioned into grid blocks, each of which contains discrete
rows and discrete columns. Worker j computes the product of row
m0
f1
k1+j1 of U−1 and column m0

f2
k2+j2 of L−1, where j1 = j

f1
,

j2 = j mod f1. Here k1 is any of the non-negative integers that
satisfy m0

f1
k1 + j < m0, and k2 is any of the non-negative integers

that satisfy m0
f2
k2 + j < m0. As in the implementation of LU de-

composition, all outputs, L−1,U−1 and A−1 = U−1L−1P, are
written to HDFS. The map function only emits integers (j, j) to
control the reduce tasks, and does not emit outputs. Table 2 shows
the time complexity and data transfer of our matrix inversion algo-
rithm, and the corresponding values in ScaLAPACK.

6. OPTIMIZATIONS OF THE MAPREDUCE
IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present optimizations that we use to improve
the performance of our implementation. Two of these optimizations
aim to reduce read and write I/O, namely storing intermediate data
in separate files (Section 6.1) and block wrap (Section 6.2). A third
optimization aims to improve memory access locality (Section 6.3).

6.1 Storing Intermediate Data in Separate Files
In order to reduce the amount read and write I/O in different

MapReduce jobs, we do not combine the results, such as L1, L2,
and L3, in any stage. The results are located in many different
files as shown in Section 5. Algorithm 2 writes all outputs into
HDFS as separate files and skips lines 11–13. The total number
of files for the final lower triangular or upper triangular matrix is
N(d) = 2d + m0

2
(2d − 1), where m0 is the number of compute

nodes, and d is the recursive depth that is constrained by the matrix
order n, i.e., d = dlog2 n

nb
e. For example, given a square matrix

A with n = 215, nb = 211 = 2048, and m0 = 64, the recursive
depth d is 4 and the final lower triangular matrix L is stored in
N(d) = 496 files. In our implementation, these files are read into
memory recursively.

Because combining intermediate files can only happen on one
compute node, such as the master node, and other compute nodes
have to wait until combination is completed, combining intermedi-
ate files significantly increases the running time, and this optimiza-
tion significantly improves performance, as shown in Section 7.3.

6.2 Block Wrap for Matrix Multiplication
Our algorithm requires multiplying two matrices at different

stages, for example L
′
2 and U2, or U−1 and L−1. A simple and

easy-to-implement way to multiply two matrices while reducing
the amount of data read is to use the block method for matrix mul-

tiplication. In general, in order to compute L
′
2U2, each compute

node can read a number of rows, e.g., i-th to j-th rows, of L
′
2 and

the entire matrix U2. This compute node can then compute the i-th
to j-th rows of L

′
2U2. If the number of compute nodes is m0, the

amount of data read in each node is (1 + 1
m0

)n2 and the total data
read is (m0 + 1)n2.

There is a better method to multiply two matrices, called the
block wrap method [6], which reduces the amount of data read. In
this method, L

′
2 is divided into f1 blocks, each of which contains

n
f1

consecutive rows, while U2 is divided into f2 blocks, each of
which contains n

f2
consecutive columns. Using this partitioning,

every block of L
′
2 will need to be multiplied by every block of U2,

and the final matrix is partitioned into f1×f2 blocks. Each of these
blocks is computed by one compute node. That is, each compute
node reads n

f1
rows of L

′
2 and n

f2
columns of U2 (one block from

each matrix) and computes the product of these two block. f1 and
f2 are chosen so thatm0 = f1×f2. The data read in each compute
node is ( 1

f1
+ 1

f2
)n2, and the total data is (f1 + f2)n

2, which is
significantly less than (m0+1)n2. In order to obtain the minimum
data read, we compute f1 and f2 from n such that |f1 − f2| is
as small as possible. That is, we choose f2 ≤ f1, and there is
no other factor of m0 between f1 and f2. For example, given 64
nodes, in the naive algorithm each node reads data of size 65

64
n2,

and the total data read for all 64 nodes is 65n2. Using the block
wrap method and f1 = f2 = 8, each node reads data of size 1

4
n2,

and the total data read for all nodes is 16n2, much better than the
naive algorithm.

6.3 Storing Transposed U Matrices
In general, matrices L

′
2 and U2 are linearized in row-major or-

der both in memory and in HDFS. The product of L
′
2 and U2 is

computed as follows:

[L
′
2U2]ij =

n∑
k=1

[L
′
2]ik × [U2]kj (7)

However, when the order of the matrices n is large, each read of an
element from U2 will access a separate memory page, potentially
generating a TLB miss and a cache miss. If a page can hold k data
items, this access pattern can generate up to n3 + k+1

k
n2 misses

for data read and matrix multiplication.
In our implementation, the upper triangular matrix is always

stored in a transposed fashion, i.e., we store UT instead of U. The
product of L

′
2 and UT

2 can be computed as follows:

[L
′
2U2]ij =

n∑
k=1

[L
′
2]ik × [UT

2 ]jk (8)

The number of misses can be reduced to n3

k
+ 2n2

k
, which is signif-

icantly less than the unoptimized implementation and can substan-
tially improve performance.

7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of our

technique. We study the scalability of our algorithm and implemen-
tation, the impact of our proposed optimizations, and we compare
to a state-of-the-art alternative, namely ScaLAPACK.

7.1 Experimental Environment
We implemented our algorithm on Hadoop 1.1.1, the latest sta-

ble version at the time the work was done. All experiments were



Matrix Order Elements Text Binary Number of
(Billion) (GB) (GB) Jobs

M1 20480 0.42 8 3.2 9
M2 32768 1.07 20 8 17
M3 40960 1.68 40 16 17
M4 102400 10.49 200 80 33
M5 16384 0.26 5 2 9

Table 3: Five matrices used for the experiments.

performed on medium instances of Amazon’s Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) [11], except for the largest matrix M4, for which large
instances were used. Each medium instance has 3.7 GB of mem-
ory and 1 virtual core with 2 EC2 compute unit, where each EC2
compute unit has performance similar to a 2007-era 1.0–1.2 GHz
AMD Opteron or Xeon processor.

We use five matrices in our experiments. We were not able to
find large, real-world, public benchmark matrices for which matrix
inversion is required, so all of our test matrices were randomly gen-
erated using the Random class in Java. Note that the performance
of our algorithm depends on the order of the input matrix and not
on the data values in this matrix, so performance is not expected to
change if we use real-world matrices instead of synthetic ones.

Details about the matrices used are shown in Table 3, which
shows the order of each matrix, the number of elements (data type
double), the size of the matrix in text format, and the size in binary
format. Recall that the bound value nb used in our experiments
is 3200. Table 3 shows, for this value of nb, the total number of
MapReduce jobs required for inverting each matrix. The matrices
are stored in HDFS with the default replication factor of 3.

7.2 Algorithm Scalability
In this section, we investigate the scalability of our proposed al-

gorithm, focusing on strong scalability. The running time versus
the number of EC2 instances for three matrices is shown in Fig-
ure 6. One ideal scalability line (i.e., running time proportional to
1 over the number of nodes) has been over-plotted on this figure in
order to demonstrate the scalability of our algorithm. We can see
that our algorithm has very good strong scalability, with a minor
deviation from ideal scalability when the number of nodes is high.
This deviation is due to the constant launch time of MapReduce
jobs, since our algorithm uses multiple MapReduce jobs. However,
we also note that the number of MapReduce jobs is proportional to
the matrix order n, while the running time is proportional to n3.
Therefore we can expect that the larger the matrix, the better the
algorithm scalability, which can be seen in Figure 6.

We investigated improving scalability by using systems that sup-
port iterative MapReduce computations, such as HaLoop [5]. How-
ever, we found that HaLoop and similar systems do not reduce the
launch time of MapReduce jobs. HaLoop maintains intermediate
state between MapReduce jobs, which is not useful for our algo-
rithm. There are techniques for reducing the overhead of launching
MapReduce jobs, such as having pools of worker processes that
are reused by map and reduce tasks. These techniques can defi-
nitely benefit our work, but they do not require any changes to the
matrix inversion MapReduce pipeline. Specifically, our analysis of
how finely to decompose the computation holds even under faster
job launching.

In order to verify the correctness of our implementation and check
whether the data type double is precise enough, we compute In −
MM−1 for matrices M1, M2, M3, and M5. We find that every
element in the computed matrices is less than 10−5, which vali-
dates our implementation and shows that the data type double is
sufficiently precise.
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Figure 6: The scalability of our algorithm, in comparison with
ideal scalability (purple line), which is defined as T (n) =
T (1)/n, where T (n) is the running time on n medium EC2 in-
stances.

The largest matrix M4 is used to further test the scalability limits
of our algorithm (Section 7.4), and the smallest matrix M5 is used
to evaluate our optimizations in the next section.

7.3 Evaluating the Optimizations
Our first proposed optimization is storing intermediate data in

separate files. Without this optimization, we combine all separate
files of L and U in each MapReduce job in our iterative MapRe-
duce process. The combination happens in the master node and the
combined file is written by that node into HDFS. Since the com-
bination is a serial process done on one node, it takes a constant
time to combine the files independent of the number of the compute
nodes. Therefore, we can expect that the benefit of keeping sepa-
rate intermediate files increases as the number of compute nodes
increases, since the running time gets smaller and the overhead of
combination remains constant.

To validate this expectation, we conduct an experiment with ma-
trix M5 in which we compare the time taken by our optimized al-
gorithm to the time taken by the algorithm that combines L and U
files at each step. The ratio of the unoptimized running time to the
optimized running time for 4–64 nodes is shown in Figure 7. The
figure shows the unoptimized version to be close to 30% slower in
some cases, demonstrating the importance of this optimization.

As mentioned in Section 6.2, the block wrap method can signifi-
cantly reduce read I/O, thereby improving performance. In this sec-
tion, we use matrix M5 to evaluate the effect of using block wrap
on performance. As before, we measure the running time without
this optimization on 4–64 compute nodes and compare this to the
running time with the optimization. The improvement is shown in
Figure 7. The figure shows that the larger the number of compute
nodes, the larger the improvement in performance.

We did not systematically evaluate the third optimization (trans-
pose storing) in our experiments. It is a simple and intuitive opti-
mization, and our experience is that it greatly improves the perfor-
mance of our algorithm, by a factor of 2–3.

7.4 Scaling to a Very Large Matrix
In this section, we study the ability of our algorithm to invert a

very large matrix, namely M4, which is a matrix of order 102400.
We measure the running time on 128 Amazon EC2 large instances,
each of which has two medium CPU cores, for a total of 256
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Figure 7: The running time of the optimized algorithm com-
pared to the algorithm without the separate intermediate files
optimization (blue), and without the block wrap optimization
(red).

medium CPU cores. A medium CPU core has performance similar
to two 2007-era 1.0–1.2 GHz AMD Opteron or Xeon processors.

We executed two runs of our algorithm to invert this large matrix.
In the first run, it took about 8 hours to solve the problem. During
this run, one mapper computing the inverse of a triangular matrix
failed and this mapper did not restart until one of the other mappers
finished. This increased the running time. However, this failure
recovery is a good demonstration of the benefit of using a fault
tolerant framework like MapReduce for large scale problems. In
the second run, there were no failures and it took about 5 hours to
invert the matrix.

The large matrix is about 80 GB in size in binary representation.
Our algorithm on the EC2 large instances writes more than 500 GB
of data and reads more than 20 TB of data in the 33 MapReduce
jobs required to invert the matrix.

We also used 64 medium EC2 instances to invert this matrix. It
took about 15 hours in this case to invert the matrix. Analyzing the
scalability of the medium instances compared to the large instances,
we see that the medium instances show better scalability, based on
a simple calculation as follows. Assume for simplicity that each
medium instance core has similar compute performance to a large
instance core. When we used 128 large EC2 instances we were
using 256 cores, whereas when we used 64 medium instances, we
were using 64 cores. Thus, we have four times as many cores when
using large instances. Therefore, if our algorithm has ideal scalabil-
ity, the running time in large instances should be 15/4 = 3.8 hours
(four times the cores should result in 1

4
the running time). How-

ever, the running time we observed on large instances (5 hours) is
longer than this time that assumes ideal scalability. There are two
possible reasons related to EC2 for the running time being longer
than expected. The first reason is that we found that the perfor-
mance variance between different large EC2 instances is high, even
though the instances are supposed to have similar performance.
The second reason is that the data read speed on some large in-
stances is less than the speed on the medium instances. We found
that the speed of copying files between large instances is around
30–60 MB/s, while the speed of copying files between medium in-
stances is around 60 MB/s. The main point of the experiment is
that we are able to scale to such large scales in terms of both input
size and number of nodes, and that this scalability holds in different
runs on different cluster sizes, even in the presence of failures.
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Figure 8: The ratio of the running time of ScaLAPACK to the
running time of our algorithm.

7.5 Comparison to ScaLAPACK
ScaLAPACK is a popular library of high-performance linear al-

gebra routines for distributed memory message passing computers
and clusters. ScaLAPACK is an extension of LAPACK [2], and it
has been shown to have good scalability and performance. More
details about ScaLAPACK can be found in [4]. In this section,
we compare our matrix inversion technique to ScaLAPACK, to see
how we stack up against a state-of-the-art competitor.

In this experiment, the package libscalapack-mpi-dev in Ubuntu
is used. The version of MPI used is MPICH [20]. The drive rou-
tines PDGETRF and PDGETRI in ScaLAPACK are used to com-
pute the LU decomposition and the triangular matrix inverse re-
spectively. In order to reduce the data transfer between compute
nodes in ScaLAPACK, we use an optimization similar to our block
wrap optimization. In particular, we set the process grid to f1×f2,
wherem0 = f1×f2 is the number of compute nodes, f1 < f2, and
there is no factor of m0 between f1 and f2, which means that the
matrix is partitioned into f1×f2. The matrix is first partitioned into
blocks of dimension 128 × 128, since we found that this size pro-
vides the best performance in our experiments. Next, these blocks
are assigned to the process grid. In order to improve load balancing,
the blocks are assigned as follows: the block in row f1×m1+i and
column f2×m2+j is assigned to the (f2×j+i)-th compute node,
where m, n, i and j are integers that are constrained by following
inequalities: f1×m1 + i < n

128
, f2×m2 + j < n

128
, i < f1, and

j < f2, where n is the order of the matrix. In our ScaLAPACK im-
plementation, all intermediate data is stored in memory, such that
the matrix is read only once and written only once.

The ratio of the running time of ScaLAPACK to the running time
of our algorithm on medium EC2 nodes for matrices M1 to M3 is
shown in Figure 8. The figure shows that for these small matrices,
there is a slight performance penalty for using our algorithm com-
pared to ScaLAPACK. We expect ScaLAPACK to perform well
since it is a highly optimized state-of-the-art library. The point of
Figure 8 is to show that the performance of our MapReduce matrix
inversion algorithm is comparable to ScaLAPACK. The advantages
of using the popular and widely deployed MapReduce framework,
such as scalability, fault tolerance, ease of programming, and rich
software ecosystem, do not come at a high cost in terms of perfor-
mance.

Figure 8 shows that our algorithm approaches or outperforms
ScaLAPACK for larger matrices and a larger number of nodes.
That is, our algorithm has better scalability than ScaLAPACK. To



better demonstrate the scalability of our algorithm compared to
ScaLAPACK, we run another experiment in which we use ScaLA-
PACK on 128 large EC2 instances (256 CPU cores) and 64 medium
EC2 instances (64 CPU cores) to compute the inverse of the largest
matrix, M4. These are the same cluster sizes that we used with
our algorithm for this matrix in the previous section. ScaLAPACK
took 8 hours on the large instances and more than 48 hours on the
medium instances to invert matrix M4, both of which are signifi-
cantly longer than our results reported in Section 7.4 (5 hours on
large instances and 15 hours on medium instances). It should be
noted that the running time of our algorithm on the large instances
with a failure (8 hours) is similar to the running time of ScaLA-
PACK without failure. Thus, while our algorithm may have a small
performance penalty compared to ScaLAPACK at low scale, it has
better scalability and performance than ScaLAPACK at high scale.

The reason that our algorithm is better than ScaLAPACK at high
scale is that ScaLAPACK transfers large amounts of data over the
network (Tables 1 and 2). At low scale, the network can accom-
modate the required bandwidth, but it becomes a bottleneck at high
scale. In addition, MapReduce scheduling is more effective than
ScaLAPACK at keeping the workers busy. The scalability of ScaLA-
PACK scheduling is not an issue at low scale, but it is a limitation
at high scale.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a scalable and fault tolerant algorithm for ma-

trix inversion using MapReduce. Our algorithm relies on recur-
sive block LU decomposition to partition the computation in a way
that is suitable for parallelization in a cluster environment using
MapReduce. The algorithm uses a pipeline of MapReduce jobs to
partition the input matrix, compute the LU decomposition of this
matrix, and compute the inverse of the input matrix from its LU
decomposition. We implemented this algorithm in Hadoop, and
presented optimizations to improve its I/O efficiency and memory
locality. Our experimental evaluation on Amazon EC2 shows that
our algorithm has better scalability than the state-of-the-art ScaLA-
PACK package, inverting a large matrix of order 102400 in 5 hours
on 128 Amazon EC2 large instances.

Many of the lessons and techniques in this paper may be ap-
plicable to matrix operations other than matrix inversion, such as
finding eigenvalues or principal component analysis. For example,
we have identified LU decomposition from among different matrix
decompositions as suitable for MapReduce. The block computa-
tion style in Algorithm 2 may be useful for other matrix operations.
Other matrix operations may also benefit from the matrix partition-
ing style in Figure 3 and Algorithm 3, and the corresponding file
layout in Figure 4. The scheduling of tasks into MapReduce jobs
and the optimizations in Section 6 may also be useful.

One promising direction for future work is to implement our ma-
trix inversion technique on the Spark system [34]. In our imple-
mentation using Hadoop, all intermediate data, such as L1 and U1,
is written to HDFS files by one MapReduce job and read from these
HDFS files by the next MapReduce job in the pipeline. Therefore,
the amount of read I/O in our algorithm is much larger than other
algorithms that keep intermediate data in memory, such as the MPI
implementation of ScaLAPACK (see Table 1). In Hadoop, it is not
easy to keep intermediate data in memory and still preserve fault
tolerance. On the other hand, Spark provides parallel data struc-
tures that allow users to explicitly keep data in memory with fault
tolerance. Therefore, we expect that implementing our algorithm
in Spark would improve performance by reducing read I/O. What
is promising is that our technique would need minimal changes (if

any) in order to be implemented on Spark, and the scalability of our
technique would be even better on Spark than it is on Hadoop.

A relatively recent development in the Hadoop ecosystem is
the use of resource managers such as Hadoop YARN [32] and
Mesos [16]. These resource managers make it easier to run MPI-
based packages such as ScaLAPACK alongside MapReduce on the
same cluster. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate the con-
ditions under which to use ScaLAPACK or MapReduce for ma-
trix inversion, and to implement a system to adaptively choose the
best matrix inversion technique for an input matrix. An impor-
tant question would be if the performance benefit obtained from
ScaLAPACK is high enough to warrant the administrative over-
head and programming complexity of installing and operating two
frameworks (MPI and MapReduce) on the same cluster.
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